
AN ANALYSIS OF THE POEM I CANNOT LIVE WITH YOU BY EMILY

DICKINSON

Cannot Live With You" is one of Emily Dickinson's great love poems, close Â¹ The poem shares the logical sensibility of
the metaphysical poets whom to "see " paradise, meaning, perhaps that he distracted her from piety.

Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information. Let us know! There is something
holy about this kind of despair, and "white" seems also to be "heavenly," as if in losing her hope for the
afterlife, she has found a new earthly devotion to replace it, and then elevated it to celestial levels. So, they
cannot die together. Somehow, the speaker does not feel in control of her own life, but at the mercy of one
who might dig her up out of the grave. While poems are not typically thought of as arguments, the
Renaissance tradition demanded rigorous logic and quality of thought rather than simple
sentimentalityâ€”even when writing about love. When the sentence is unscrambled, it yields: "you know how
they'd judge us, for you served heaven. In the days of the gravedigger and the church yard watcher, people
were occasionally buried alive. She is also audacious enough to imagine a death pact with her lover whereby
she claims the "Right of Frost" as her "privilege. She thinks she cannot be with him even in the hereafter, but
this causes her to want to die, although she knows this will not solve her emotions. Those same lines are only
four syllables. The other lines in the stanzas contain an assortment of meters. It's been suggested that the line
"For You â€” served Heaven â€” You know" reveals the beloved's identity as the Reverend Charles
Wadsworth also a prime candidate for "Master". It is about an unrequited love. Yet an equally plausible
reading supplies a full stop after "broke," understands "pleases" as an intransitive verb, and regards "a newer
Sevres pleases" as a remark on the general aesthetic pleasure afforded by a new set of French porcelain. To
protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays.
They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error.
Punctuated conventionally, with elided logical connectives interpolated, its prose sense might read as follows:
"I cannot live with you [because] it would be life, and life is over there, behind the shelf the sexton keeps the
key to, putting up our life, [which is] his porcelain, like a cup discarded of the housewifeâ€”quaint or
brokeâ€”a newer Sevres pleases, [after] old ones crack. And yet, even if we can't solve every linguistic
conundrum, let alone satisfy ourselves with a uniform way of saying it, "I cannot live with You" remains one
of Dickinson's most powerfully direct expressions of longing and loss. Most helpful essay resource ever! This
poem is Dickinson's longest mature lyric. It is as if she intends the final rhyme to show the perfection of her
argument in the poem's conclusion. It is almost as if the speaker does not believe herself to have access to life.
Used by permission of the publishers and the Trustees of Amherst College. The writing is intended to be a
persuasive argument for a man to love her. The safety coffin had a bell the person inside could ring if for some
reason he or she woke up to find themselves buried alive. Who wrote this essay? However, the speaker does
not portray a loving God that allows people to live, but one that seems to keep people in their graves, or on a
shelf like a porcelain figurine or a decorative cup which gives him pleasure to look at, to own.


